The largest oil companies-Exxon Mobil, Chevron, BP and Royal Dutch Shell-have 
The term "Big Oil" typically conjures up mental images of gigantic drilling platforms, extensive pipeline networks, oversized profits, branded retail gasoline/petrol stations, and perceived influence in cutting covert deals with unfriendly governments for the rights to explore, drill, and produce crude oil. The four largest vertically integrated oil companies referred to as Big Oil are household names within the industry: Exxon Mobil, Chevron, BP, and Royal Dutch Shell/Shell Oil (United States). The term Big Oil also refers to the seminal big oil company-Standard Oilwhich was founded on January 10, 1870 as the Standard Oil Company (Ohio).
Throughout its 41-year corporate existence, Standard Oil had acquired a reputation as a company that used intimidation and other aggressive tactics to drive competitors out of business and that engaged in restraint of free trade. These unethical and often times illegal tactics led Standard Oil to become known as the largest and most financially successful oil company well into the 20th century. At one point in its corporate history, Standard Oil was also the most hated company in America. To put this in the context of today's marketing discipline, Standard Oil owned a poor corporate brand.
Operating initially from a base in Cleveland, Ohio, and in later years, New York City, many of Standard Oil's business practices were revealed first by local media and then on a national scale by the investigative journalist Ida Tarbell. Between 1904 and 1906, Tarbell issued a 21-part, scathing and highly provocative series of articles in McClure's magazine. Titled the "History of the Standard Oil Company, " the sensationalistic story-telling held the public's attention for years and brought into sharp focus the egregious business dealings of the company. Tarbell's meticulous reporting revealed the intricacies of Standard Oil's operations first in Cleveland, then in New York, and finally, in a good part of the U.S. East Coast, leading the public to fully comprehend the outlandish methods the company used to succeed. Although many of Standard Oil's competitors were aware of how the company conducted its oil refining business, Tarbell single-handedly brought it all out in the open, making Standard Oil the most hated company in America.
In what is known to be the first example of a public relations disaster within the oil industry, Standard Oil's founder, John D. Rockefeller, Sr., failed to address Tarbell's reporting which allowed the public to create its own, highly unflattering and hated corporate image of Standard Oil. His pervasive, aloof and arrogant persona while testifying in numerous
